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Research Excellence Framework results now in – LSE tops tables!
Research  Excellence  Framework  results  confirm  that  since  2009  the  LSE’s  International





This performance  is due partly  to research  investment  in six key areas: humanitarianism in war­
torn  societies;  comparative  political  analysis  of  development;  governance,  civil  society  and








The  Department  collaborates  with  policy  makers  and  practitioners,  as  well  as  with  a  range  of
governmental, multi­lateral and bilateral organizations. These  include  the World Bank,  the World
Health  Organization  (WHO),  the  United  Nations  Development  Programme  (UNDP),  the  United
Nations  Conference  on  Trade  and  Development  (UNCTAD),  the  World  Intellectual  Property
Organization  (WIPO),  the  UK  Government  (DfID,  FCO),  the  European  Union,  NATO,  and
Commonwealth  Heads  of  Government.  Researchers  also  work  closely  with  non­governmental
development agencies,  from Save  the Children and Oxfam  to national and  local NGOs such as
TERRA (Thailand) and the Karuna Trust (India).





Professor  Mary  Kaldor’s  work  on  human  security  has  profoundly  influenced  the  design  of
European security capabilities, providing new guidelines in response to global conflicts and natural
disasters. By informing the design of both national and EU­wide security and defence policies, the
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A new approach to eradicating 'neglected' tropical diseases
Summaries of the department’s Impact Case Studies:
A new approach to eradicating ‘neglected’ tropical diseases– Tim Allen
Strengthening civil society in developing countries through targeted aid– Jude Howell
Evolving a new European response to conflict and disaster– Mary Kaldor
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